Mechanism of growth and inhibition of plasma clots
growing from a surface with immobilised tissue factor.
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OBJECTIVES

METHODS

• Clot formation in plasma in test tubes, usually
is started with tissue factor or contact activators
homogeneously mixed in the plasma.
• Clot formation from a surface coated with
tissue factor, is another phenotype and can be
tested in the thrombodynamics analyzer where
clot growth is recorded by video.
• We evaluated the characteristics of this growth
process and its inhibition.

Citrated plasma was depleted of microvesicles, and corn trypsin inhibitor and excess (4µM)
lipids were added before recalcification was used to start the process together with exposure
of the tissue factor bound to the surface.
The layer formation can be analyzed for several variables which include:
(a) Time and rate of initial clot formation in the first 1-2 minutes,
(b) Further clot growth rate (also represented by layer thickness reached in 30 minutes),
(c) Deceleration rate of clot growth till continuous rate or stop.

RESULTS
Activation
• Factor XII deficient plasma and normal plasma collected with and
without CTI behaves similar indicating absence of participation
of contact activation in the test (data not shown).
• Factor XI absence or inhibition reduces late clot growth
(Figure 2).
• Factor VIIa addition does not influence the growth (data not
shown).
• Clot growth is about twice as strong in the presence of factor IX
(Figure 1). In factor VIII and IX deficient plasma the layer
thickness reached in 50 minutes is about 50% of normal.
Figure 1: Clot growth in normal or
factor IX or VIII deficient plasma.

Figure 2: Role of factor XI (in CTI milieu) revealed
by study of factor XI deficient plasma or addition of
excess quenching antibodies directed to Factor XI.

Figure 3A and B: Effects on clot growth of
high APC or 5 nM Thrombomodulin in
pooled normal (top figure) or factor IX
deficient plasma (bottom figure).

Figure 4: Dabigatran spiking:

Figure 5: Rivaroxaban spiking:

Figure 6: Clexane and UFH spiking

Effects on clotting lag time and on initial clotting,
growth rate and clot size after 50 minutes is given.
All relative to data in parallel experiments with plain
pooled normal plasma.

Effects on clot size after 50 minutes in
normal and IX def. Plasma.

Clexane inhibition in PP is less than UFH (not
shown). Figure shows inhibition in IX def
plasma, with no effect of Clexane on clot
growth rate in IX def plasma.

Endogenous inhibition
• Variation in TFPI does not influence growth (data not shown)
• Addition of excess APC or 5 nM thrombomodulin strongly
dampens clot growth both in normal (Figure 3A: FV and FVIII as
target) and IX deficient (Figure 3B: FV as target) plasma.
Pharmacological inhibitors
• Inhibition by dabigatran delays clotting onset, but effects on
growth are very small (Figure 4)
• Rivaroxaban delays clotting and inhibits growth in normal plasma
(not shown) but not in factor IX deficient plasma (Figure 5).
• Enoxaparin (Clexane) inhibits growth in normal plasma (not
shown) but not in factor IX deficient plasma (Figure 6); UFH
inhibits in both PP and IX def plasma.

CONCLUSIONS
Growth after initiation by immobilized tissue factor has a factor IX and X dependent core process, both
contributing equally. Late growth can be modulated by factor XI (independent from contact activation)
The process is strongly inhibited and clot growth stops by the APC inhibition process. TFPI is not
involved at normal levels.
Pharmacological inhibitors show unique profiles for inhibition of growth:
• No effect of the reversible thrombin inhibitor dabigatran,
• Inhibition of rivaroxaban only on the factor IX/VIII participation;
• Inhibition of enoxaparin only on the factor IX/VIII participation;
• Inhibition of UFH on both the IX/VIII and X/V participation
The test system of thrombodynamics can be used to evaluate clot growth, and inhibitors directed to
formation and activity of factors XIa, IXa/VIIIa and factor Xa/Va.
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You are invited to visit GBS-Leiden for a demonstration
of the clot growth analysis and testing of interesting
clinical samples.

